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Materials: 
Hook Size G (4.25mm) 

Sports DK (#3) Weight Yarn – 80-250 yards depending on size being made 

 Sample made in Loops & Thread Sugarspun – color: Blue Jean 

Measuring Tape 

Yarn Needle 

Scissors 

 

Stitches Used:
Ch=Chain 

Slst = Slip Stitch 

Sc=Single Crochet 

Hdc=Half Double Crochet 

Hdc2tog = Half Double Crochet 2 Stitches Together (preferred method is to: yarn over, 

insert hook into front loop of 1st st and back loop of 2nd stitch, pull up a loop, yarn over, pull 

through all loops on hook) 

Tc=Treble Crochet 

BP = Back Post Stitch Placement 

FP = Front Post Stitch Placement 

 

Size Gauge: 
Please check gauge for appropriate size. Change hook to correct size to obtain gauge. 

With Hook G: 6 rows with 9 hdc = 2 inches square 
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Hat Sizing: 
Newborn: 5” high X 12" around - fits up to 14” circumference 

3 to 6 Months: 5 ½” high X 14” around - fits up to 16" circumference 

6 to 12 Months: 6” high X 16" around - fits up to 18" circumference 

12 to 24 Months: 6 ½” high X 17" around - fits up to 19" circumference 

Child: 7 ½” high X 18” around - fits up to 20" circumference 

Teen / Ladies: 8 ½” high X 19” around – fits up to 21” circumference 

Adult / Men’s: 9” high X 20” around – fits up to 22” circumference 

 

Pattern Notes: 
 The hat is made making a cable strip first that is connected into a band. Once the band 

is made you will make the base of the hat followed by the top of the hat. If you decide 

to add ear flaps you can continue on to that section of the pattern.  

 When pattern states to repeat, repeat what is stated in the brackets [] 

 The pattern is written for all sizes with adjustments for each size color coordinated. 

Colors for each size are as follows: 

 Newborn 

 3-6 Month 

 6-12 Month 

 12-24 Month 

 Child 

 Teen/Ladies 

 Adult/Men 

 

Hat Cable / Band:  
R1: Ch 9, hdc in the 3rd ch from hook and each remaining ch, turn (8 counting beginning 

ch now and for rest of cable) 

 

 
 

R2: Ch 2, skip next 3 sts, FPtc around next 3 sts, FPtc around each of the 3 skipped sts, 

dc in last st, turn (8) 
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R3: Ch 2, BPdc around next 6 sts, dc in beg ch from previous row, turn (8) *photo below 

shows R3 completed from the front side of the cable, after you turn at the end of the row 

 

 
 

Repeat R2 & R3 ending with a R3 repeat 

 Newborn Size until cable measures 12”  

 3-6 Month Size until cable measures 14”  

 6-12 Month Size until cable measures 16”  

 12-24 Month Size until cable measures 17”  

 Child Size until cable measures 18”  

 Teen/Ladies Size until cable measures 19”  

 Adult/Men Size until cable measures 20”  

 
 

To Seam Cable Together: fold ends of the cable together, right sides of cable will be on 

the inside facing together, slst end together, do not fasten off, continue to Hat Brim. 

 

Hat Brim Below Cable: 
 Work with section with the right side of the cable facing towards you. 

 To complete the number of stitches stated in R1, evenly space them along the row 

ends of the cable.  

 Crochet around the beginning chain or the last stitch of each row end.  

 It may be helpful to count how many rows you crocheted to get the cable the correct 

length. Divide that number by the number of stitches stated in row 1. That number 

will tell you how many stitches to work per row. For example my teen/ladies hat had 

46 rows and in row 1 I need 86 stitches: 86/47=1.83. I will work about 2 stitches 

every row and about every 5th row I will only work 1 stitch.    

R1: Ch 1, evenly work 54 (62, 72, 76, 81, 86, 90) hdc around cable, join in the top of the 

1st hdc, do not turn 

R2: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join, for newborn, 3-6 month, 6-12 & 12-24 size fasten 

off and weave in ends, all other sizes continue to R3 

R3: Ch 1, hdc in each st around, join, for child, Teen/Ladies & Adult/Men sizes, fasten 

off and weave in ends.  
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Top of Hat above Cable: 
 Follow the notes from the brim of hat above. 

R1: with cable facing towards you, join in the stitch next to the back seam of cable, ch 1, 

sc in first row end, evenly work 53 (61, 71, 75, 80, 85, 89) hdc around cable, do not 

join, do not turn (54, 62, 72, 76, 81, 86, 90 stitches counting beginning sc) 

Note: From this point on in the pattern you will work continuous rows, using a stitch marker may 

be helpful for identifying the beginning of a row 

R2: hdc in beg sc of prior row, hdc in each remaining ch around, do not join  

Repeat R2 until total hat height (including cable and base) reaches: 

 Newborn Size measures 4 ¼” high 

 3-6 Month Size measures 5” high 

 6-12 Month Size measures 5 ½” high 

 12-24 Month Size measures 6” high 

 Child Size measures 7” high 

 Teen/Ladies Size measures 8” high 

 Adult/Men Size measures 8 ½” high  

 

 

Closing Top of Hat:  
R1: [hdc in next 2 sts, hdc2tog], repeat [] around, if any sts remain work hdc to end of 

row (41, 46, 54, 57, 61, 65, 68) 

R2: [hdc in next st, hdc2tog], repeat [] around, if any sts remain work hdc to end of row 

(28, 31, 36, 38, 41, 44, 60) 

R3: hdc2tog around, some sizes may have 1 remaining st, if that is the case hdc in last st 

of row (14, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22, 30) 

R4: sc2tog around, some sizes may have 1 remaining st, if that is the case slst in last st of 

row (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 11, 15) 

Fasten off leaving about 10” of yarn, with this extra yarn, weave the yarn through the top 

of the stitches of R4, pull yarn tight to close hole in top of hat, secure end with a knot, 

weave in ends. 

 

Optional Earflaps: 
 With hat completed and right side facing you, find the seam of the cable. This will be 

the back of the hat.  

 Count 7 (8, 10, 10, 11, 11, 12) stitches away from the seam, join in the next stitch.  

 After the first row, each row will decrease by 2 stitches. 

R1: Ch 1, hdc in same st you joined in, hdc in next 11 (13, 15, 17, 17, 19, 19) sts, turn 

(12, 14, 16, 18, 18, 20, 20) 

R2: Ch 1, skip 1st st, hdc in each st across until 2 sts remain, hdc2tog, turn  

Repeat R2 until your row stitch count is 6 (for all sizes), fasten off and weave in ends. 

 For second earflap, count across the front of the hat 16 (18, 20, 20, 23, 24, 26) sts, 

join in the next stitch. 

 Repeat earflap pattern above. 
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